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Abstract 

Thermal energy constitutes up to 90% of global energy budget, centering on heat conversion, 

transmission, and storage; therefore, the technology for harvesting solar energy worth to be 

developed. One of them is the concentrated solar power (CSP) solar towers where sun-

tracking heliostats reflect solar radiation to the top of a tower where the receiver is located. 

The great advantage of CSP over other renewable energy sources is that energy storage is 

feasible, particularly when the heat transfer fluid (HTF) is also used as thermal energy 

storage (TES) material which is the case of solid particles. A lot of development efforts are 

under way for achieving commercial direct solar solid-particle systems. Solid particle 

systems for transferring high temperature thermal energy are purposed for increasing the 

efficiency of these systems when converting heat into electric power. This review 

recapitulates the concept of these systems taking into account the main receiver designs, 

particle conveyance, particle storage systems and components, the heat exchanger, and the 

main challenges that must be overcome to split this technology as a commercial one, 

especially from the materials availability point of view. This review summarizes the actual 

status of the use of solid particles for TES and as HTF for CSP Tower, and condenses all the 

available information and classifies them considering the main functional parts and 

remarking the current research in each part as well as the future challenging issues. 
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1. Introduction 

Thermal energy constitutes up to 90% of global energy budget, centering around heat 

conversion, transmission, and storage [1]. Almost all this thermal energy comes directly or 

indirectly from sunlight. Therefore, the technology for harvesting solar energy is worth to be 

developed. Concentrating sunlight technologies allow increasing the operation temperature by 

increasing the type of applications and their efficiency.  

Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) potential changes according to the region where is developed. 

Moreover, CSP can reach up to 11.3% of global electricity production with the appropriate 

support [2]. The installed capacity of CSP in 2015 reached 4,650 MW compared with 1,256 

MW on 2010 [3]. Global technical potential of CSP amounts to almost 3,000,000 TWh/y 

against 22,000 TWh/y consumed globally on electricity [4,5]. It is expected that CSP will reach 

more installed capacity that geothermal [6]. CSP technologies have most favorable potential for 

North Africa, the Middle East, northwestern India, the southwestern United States, Mexico, 

Peru, Chile, the western part of China and Australia; and more moderate potential on extreme 

southern Europe, Turkey, central Asian countries, Brazil, Argentina and other locations on USD 

and China [2,7]. Initially CSP were more developed on Spain and the United States, but recently 

other markets are developing CSP plants such as de 160 MW plant on Auarzazete, Morocco [6]. 

Solar energy can be harnessed by different technologies [8,9]. Particularly, CSP with central 

tower is a promising option because of the high power that can be reached, high efficiency of 

the power block (due to the high temperatures that can be reached), high land efficiency and 

large scale heat storage [2,4]. On CSP towers, sun-tracking heliostats reflect solar radiation to 

the top of a tower where the receiver, or solar absorber, is located [10]. Then, solar heat is 

transferred to a heat transfer fluid (HTF) in the receiver [11], in order to get the heat energy 

input into the system. After the receiver captures the heat on the HTF, thermal energy is 

transported either for conversion or for storage. The energy transport consists on moving the 

HTF through the system pipe network that connects the storage and energy exchange systems. If 

the energy conversion takes place on a different cycle, the collected thermal energy is carried 

away by the HTF that will transfer heat to the electricity conversion cycle (or power block) 

using a heat exchanger (HEX) [12]. Nevertheless, when the energy is stored for further use on 

conversion, there are two options to store it: the first is to keep the HTF in a storage device, and 

the second to use a HEX to store heat in a different media.  

Unlike other renewable energy sources (except hydro), solar thermal CSP plants have the 

inherent capacity to store high inventory of energy (in form of heat) for later conversion to 

electricity [2] at low cost. In this case, it is desirable that the HTF and thermal energy storage 

(TES) material is the same. 

CSP-TES systems are classified depending on whether it has an active or passive TES, a direct 

or indirect storage unit, or if the system is open or closed (only for active) [5]. Active TES is 

divided into direct storage, which refers when the HTF is used as the heat storage medium, and 

indirect storage,  when other material is heated using a heat exchanger in order to save heat [13]. 

CSP-TES closed systems use controlled pressure and environment inside the system, while open 

systems use the same outside ambient atmospheric conditions for the control. Finally, these 

systems can also be classified depending on the kind of receiver used and if the HTF is directly 

or indirectly (using another material/structure as HEX) irradiated by the concentrated sunlight 

[14]. 



The main motivations for developing and enhancing CSP systems are: increasing the 

temperature (thus making thermal energy to electricity conversion more efficient), decreasing 

energy losses from receivers (and therefore using a smaller solar field), and using low cost 

materials that could meet the optimal operating conditions [12]. The current state of the art of 

the technology that has better commercial application for CSP towers is the one that uses molten 

salts as HTF [15], and has the advantage that it is also a good energy storage medium [12,16]. 

The major drawback of molten salt systems is the allowable operating temperature range, which 

is limited by the temperature of solidification of the solar salt at the low end, and the onset of 

thermal decomposition and corrosiveness at the high end [17]. Because of this, conventional 

central receiver technologies are limited to temperatures of around 565°C [15]. For higher 

temperatures, molten nitrate salt (the most common salt used) becomes chemically unstable, 

producing oxide ions that are highly corrosive, which results in significant mass loss [18], and 

corrosion thru the storage, HEX, receiver and conveyance system [16]. 

One solution to overcome these drawbacks is using solid particles as TES material and HTF 

[11]. The solid particle TES system achieves both high performance at high temperature, and 

low cost from the material perspective [19]. Direct absorption receivers using solid particles that 

fall through a beam of concentrated solar radiation for direct heat absorption and storage have 

the potential to increase the maximum temperature of the heat transfer media to more than 1000 

°C [20]. A CSP system that operates from 600 °C to more than 1000 °C is possible because of 

the use of stable materials and the minimized thermal losses due to thermal self-insulation of 

particles in the storage medium [21]. The material and maintenance costs are expected to be 

lower for solid media storage systems [17]. 

Thus, solid particles have three main advantages as storage media, relative to more conventional 

materials such as molten salts: 

• They are chemically inert and stable beyond 1100 ˚C. 

• They are capable of storing energy over a greater temperature span (effectively increasing 

storage density in a sensible energy-based system) 

• They are expected to be relatively low cost. 

 

The first studies on direct absorption solar receivers started in the early 1980s with two 

concepts, the fluidized bed receiver and the free falling particles receiver.  In the first concept, 

the solid particles were fluidized in a transparent tube but did not flow outside, there was no 

solid circulation. In the free-falling particles curtain concept, the solid drop directly into the 

concentrated solar beam from the top of the receiver, and is heated during the time of its pass 

through the concentrated radiation. Particle selection and radiative heat transfer modeling have 

been proposed  [22,23]. After about twenty years without significant new developments, this 

concept has been again proposed as a promising option for a new generation of high 

temperature solar thermal concentrating plants. Improved models have been developed and 

validated by on-sun experiments at pilot scale [11,24–28]. 

This review summarizes the actual status of the use of solid particles for TES and as HTF for 

CSP Tower applications taking into consideration the main components of the technology: the 

receiver, the heat exchanger and the TES unit. Moreover, the review condenses all the available 

information and classifies them considering the main functional parts and remarking the current 

research in that part as well as the future challenging issues. 

 



2. Solid Particle for use on Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) 

Several development efforts are under way for achieving commercial direct solar solid-particle 

open systems. Several studies, simulations, experiments and pilot plant tests have been or are 

being performed including receiver design, conveyance systems, material storage and heat 

exchangers. Nevertheless, the solid-particle material itself has been studied according to the 

plant engineering specifications, and the availability of materials or a formal material selection 

has not been performed. 

The main approach consists in concentrating solar power reflected by heliostats in a central 

tower, which has a receiver for capturing concentrated sunlight into the solid particles. This 

particles are moved across a specially designed conveyance system to a first storage, in which 

material is stored until its moved (by a fluidized bed system)  into a heat exchanger (HEX) in 

order to transfer the heat to a generation cycle. After losing heat, the particle material is stored 

in a second silo before getting moved again to the receiver [19]. Solid Particle CSP general 

concept is shown in Figure 1.This system is similar to the current state-of-the-art molten salts 

system[29], but almost all the components must be specially designed for working with solid 

particles. 

 

 

Figure 1. CSP solid particle system with TES and fluidized bed [21]. 

 

Current CSP central tower receiver systems are limited to power-cycle efficiencies up to 40%. 

By reaching temperatures over 650 °C, power-cycle efficiency can increase up to 50-60% by 

using more efficient thermodynamic cycles that require higher operation temperature (like 

Brayton cycle) [20,30–32]. Additional to this, cheaper thermal storage will be allowed, lowering 

the leveled cost of electricity [20]. 

 



3. Solar receiver 

There are several studies suggesting different designs for particle receivers[14,18,21,26,33–41]. 

Nonetheless, there are some receivers more developed that can be categorized as shown in 

Figure 2. A receiver that is designed to allow the HTF to absorb directly the solar irradiance is 

called Direct Receiver; therefore, a receiver in which the HTF receives the heat from another 

material that has received the solar irradiance is called an Indirect Receiver. 

 
Figure 2. Solid particle receiver classification 

The receivers are subcategorized according to their work principle. The most remarkable Direct 

Receivers are the Free-falling particle receiver, the Obstructed flow receiver, the Rotating kiln 

receiver and the Fluidized receiver. For the Indirect Receivers Particle flow with HEX receiver 

and the fluidized indirect receiver are the most developed. 

Other related particle receiver designs and experimental evaluations have been performed, but 

they are not under the mentioned classification. Bertocchi [34] reported an experimental 

evaluation of a receiver which achieved temperatures over 2100 K. It consisted in a conical 

cavity isolated from ambient conditions by a quartz window. On this design, a gas/particle 

suspension was conducted at the focal plane near the window [42]. Another approach proposes 

to incorporate gas-based Brayton cycles, with the objective of increasing overall efficiency, and 

eliminate cooling water requirements [32,39]. 

A way to evaluate the performance of a receiver is the absorptance efficiency (also called 

collection efficiency). It is calculated by obtaining the ratio of the heat captured by the particles 

to the solar energy received, and it has a dependent relation to the solar absorption captured by 

the receiver [43]. Nonetheless the material has an important role to determine the absorptivity 

efficiency; it allows measuring the efficiency due to the receiver principle of work and design. 

Nevertheless different approaches have been proposed, there are no studies available about the 

material compatibility between the HTF-TES material and the material in used to build the 

receivers. Also, the designs don’t consider any of the interactions with the HTF-TES material 

properties and stability. Some of these interactions have been observed until prototype plant 

development [27] but there has not been reported any proper material selection. 



Free falling receiver design was the first particle receiver conceived on the early 1980s by 

Sandia National Laboratories [44–46]. Despite the original interest on the 1980s  [44–48], the 

research stopped until late 2000s, when solid particle receivers gain attention because of the 

molten salts central tower CSP efficiency-temperature limitations; and it has been under 

continuous development since then. Figure 3 illustrates this increasing development based on 

the publications related showed on 5 year periods. Also, a projection is showed based on the 

number of publications reached in 2016 and the beginning of 2017 (dotted line). The projection 

was performed accounting the amount of publications during these two years. Then, this value 

was divided per month and extrapolating the result was the calculation use to produce this 

projection. 

 
Figure 3. Bibliometric statistics on CSP free falling receivers. 

3.1. Directly irradiated receivers 

The most innovative designs have been proposed for direct receivers; this is mainly because it is 

required to increase the irradiation exposure time of the HTF material to achieve the high 

temperatures desired. For directly irradiated receiver the importance of solid particle material 

absorptance is a priority [43]. 

3.1.1. Free falling particle receiver 

The first approach for this design was developed during the 1980s. The design considered that 

the material should fall through a the receiver forming a material curtain (Figure 4) but the 

temperature that the material could achieve was at most of 250 ºC [14]. Recent development 

efforts focus on achieving temperatures above 650ºC by increasing the irradiance exposure time 

[14]. 

                      
Figure 4. Free falling particle curtain [26]    Figure 5. Geometry of particle receiver[20] 

 



Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the proposed geometry. Particles inside the receiver are heated by 

concentrated sunlight which enters the receiver from an aperture on the bottom. 

This system uses spherical solid particles that serve as HTF as well as TES media [24]. With 

this approach, temperatures can theoretically go over 1000 °C without changing  chemically  the 

material; also potentially high receiver efficiency can be reached due to direct solar absorption. 

Using low cost solid particle materials can reduce significantly TES costs, by storing heat at 

higher temperatures. Free falling receiver seems to be adequate for 10 – 100 MWe power-tower 

CSP systems [20]. 

Several tests have been made on the more advanced prototype for evaluating outlet power and 

temperature for free-fall and obstructed-fall designs [27]. Also, Siegel et al. [35] performed tests 

to evaluate the velocity distribution and concentration of the material over the particle curtain. 

The prototype was tested on Sandia National Laboratories with a 61 m central receiver with one 

thousand suns concentration in Albuquerque, NM. 

Current research goes through the determination of the effects of the aperture size, tilt and 

dimension. Additional studies for developing these receivers includes different approaches to 

increment the residence time of the material in the receiver, and developing an air curtain for 

receiver aperture [26]. 

3.1.1.1. Particle recirculation 

One way to increase residence time on the Free Falling Particle Receiver is to make the particles 

pass several times on the aperture for reaching the high temperatures desired [49]. Recirculation 

has shown, in simulations, to be effective when increasing the particle temperatures above 

800°C. In order to fully understand how the particles flow across the particle receiver, 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models were developed. Several factors are included in 

the simulations such as solar irradiation, re-radiation and emission from the cavity walls, 

convection, wall conduction, and two-phase particle/air flow [35]. 

The strategy is to release colder particles into the locations, within de receiver, where the 

irradiance is lower, to preheat the particles before going into high irradiated regions [50]. Also, 

it has shown to reduce heat loss effect caused by external wind. Other variables had been 

studied, like particle size effect, in order to found their relation with the stability of the 

recirculation system [26] as shown in Figure 6. In addition, heat transfer coefficient has shown 

to be directly related to the particle velocity, and particle volume fraction [11]. 

 
Figure 6. Simulations of the free falling curtain stability impacted by particle size [26] 



3.1.2. Obstructed particle flow receiver 

As mentioned before, the increase of the irradiance exposure time of the solid particle material 

is necessary to approach the desired temperature. Another way proposed to do this is to 

mechanically obstruct the particle flow through the receiver using different kind of obstacles 

[18]. For this, different options have been proposed: 

 Ceramic porous structures. Consists on using porous interconnected structures in 

which the particles go through by gravity; increasing the falling time of the particles and 

therefore, increasing the irradiance exposure time. Additionally, the amount of particle 

attrition due to wind and dispersion is considerably reduced. Small scale tests have 

already been performed for thousands of cycles [26,50]. Figure 7 shows the 

morphology of the proposed porous structure. Irradiance uniform distribution on the 

material flow is important for getting to the desired temperatures when material reaches 

the hot storage tank. Also, based on the current tests already performed, research for 

finding a material for the porous structure that can mitigate the deterioration due to the 

material flow and the high temperature is needed. 

 Porcupine structure. This way to increase residence time is based on placing quills 

inside the receptor that interfere with the particle flow [26]. Figure 8 illustrates this kind 

of structure. There has been some laboratory scale testing reported for this kind of 

structure [51] considering different mesh counts. Nevertheless, there are no 

considerations about the best particle material selection. 

 

 
Figure 7. Porous structure SPSR [26]. 

 
Figure 8. Porcupine structure [26]. 

 

Some experimental and simulations evaluation of the different structures considering only the 

residence time on standard conditions are reported [52]. Also, two kinds of particles have been 

tested for fluency testing. Nevertheless, no clear analysis and recommendations for material 

selection has been made. 

Finally, several aspects need to be considered about the particle material itself (heat capacity, 

density, thermal conductivity, etc.) to reach high temperatures on the receiver and not only the 

system parameters and design. 

3.1.3. Rotating kiln receiver 

Since the first studies of solid particle materials for solar power tower, rotating/centrifugal 

receiver were proposed [53]. The working principle, shown in Figure 9 is to feed the particles 

into a rotating kiln which delays the particle fall by using centrifugal force against the kiln 

walls. These particles are irradiated from the particle outlet aperture [14]. Tests have been made 

in a ~10 kWth laboratory scale prototype by Wu, et al [40] at different power levels, mass flow 

and inclinations. Controllability, receiver vibration stability and thermal stability have been 

proved to be possible at this scale. 



 

Current research is based on maintaining stable mass flow rate at large scale, minimizing the 

impact of the energy spent on moving the kiln and reliability on larger receivers [14]. 

  
Figure 9. Rotary kiln/centrifugal particle receiver [40]. 

 

3.1.4. Wind effect on open receivers 

Wind effect of solar power towers using open receivers can be considerable due to the height of 

the tower above the ground (which can be located even at 250 meters above the ground) [24]. 

Wind speed at those heights is considerable higher that current lab prototype or pilot plant 

experimental tests at lower altitudes [54]. 

Constant winds can enter through the radiation aperture producing air convection by the 

temperature difference with the air inside the receiver, and even ejecting particles from the 

receiver (Figure 11). Therefore, impact on the overall efficiency of the receiver can be 

considerably affected. In order to prevent these problems, aerowindows have been proposed. It 

consists on hot-air jet curtains near the aperture of the receiver produced by a blower, which 

isolates the inner atmosphere from the outer [38] without having any effect on the optical 

performance of the receiver. It has been calculated that efficiency can be increased nearly 10% 

using this solution depending on wind speed [50]. 

Several experiments have been performed to evaluate the aerowindow effect. Increasing air 

speed on the curtain does not necessarily means increasing efficiency, therefore determining the 

best speed is complex. This effect is caused by the combination of the high speed wind and the 

air jet, that can produce turbulence inside the cavity [38]. Performance experiments have been 

carried out at different aerowindow temperatures and air jet speeds, as well as at several external 

wind speeds. The temperature effect has shown small influence on the overall receiver 

efficiency [38]. 

Another solution to get the way around the wind effect is to use a beam-down solar 

concentrator, in which solar radiation is reflected to the ground while being concentrated, 

replacing the tower. This concept has been studied for current molten salts systems [55,56], and 

has been recently tested on a pilot plant in Sicily, Italy [57]. Nevertheless, costs of the high 

temperature heliostats have not been proved to be lower enough to be viable for real plant 

implementation. 

Finally, other recirculation options have been proposed, such as the suction-recirculation shown 

in Figure 10. In this approach, part of the HTF material is suctioned from behind the receiver 



 

and then separated by a cyclone while the air is pumped again to the material entrance of the 

receiver minimizing the thermal and material loss from the outside [58]. This recirculation is 

proposed for managing the wind effect, and is not considered or designed for increasing the 

particle residence time in the receptor. 

          
Figure 10. Suction recirculation receiver [58].        Figure 11. Wind effect on the receiver [58]. 

 

3.1.5. Fluidized direct receiver 

This receiver design consists on using fluidization to control mass flow rate and therefore 

increase de irradiance exposure time. Also, other benefits are that the effects of the wind at the 

receptor are mitigated. 

Several test have been made using single or multiple tube arrays since the 1980s [11,28,53,59]. 

All of the reported designs and tests have been performed using a quartz tube. Nevertheless, 

none of them evaluate the influence of the material optical properties on the receiver’s 

efficiency. 

Different materials have been evaluated, finding some  restrictions for the solid particle material 

[28]. It was found that a very small particle size lowers efficiency, while too large particles 

difficult fluidization. Optimal size was found between 0.5 to 1 mm mean size diameter for cold 

fluidization, but is expected to change for high temperature [28]. On single tube experiments 

temperatures have reached to 867 °C, while on multiple tube array has reached 624 °C [59]. 

Numerical simulation has been made and was found that heat transfer between air and particles 

is good, showing differences under 25 °C [60]. Efficiency calculations showed that when the air 

flow was higher, the outlet temperature was lower but the efficiency was higher. Also, 

increasing the input temperature (which will correspond with increasing the solar irradiance) 

increases the outlet temperature but lowers the efficiency [60]. This behavior contradicts the 

objective of the whole solid particle CSP concept, which relies on reaching high temperatures to 

increase the electricity generation cycle efficiency. Therefore, a correct balance between the two 

efficiencies should be reached in order to make this design viable. 

On other experimental tests it was found that a good air flow distribution on the tube reflects on 

a good overall performance, and that the fluidized states depends also on the temperature 

difference between the particles and the air [59]. 



 

Future work for this receiver design should include ways to reduce the thermal loss on the 

external walls of the tube [60], getting more accurate optical concentrating ratio, improving the 

design of the air inlet, define the optimal particle parameters on high temperature fluidization 

and optimize the design of the receiver according to the irradiation area [28]. 

3.2. Indirectly irradiated receivers 

Indirect receiver concept relies on using solid particle materials as HTF but use another surface 

to receive the solar irradiation. This can be convenient for using solid particle materials without 

a high solar absorptance. Nevertheless, exergy on heat exchange between the surface and the 

particles must be considered [19]. 

Two main designs have been proposed for indirect receiver according to their particular 

principle of work. 

3.2.1. Particle flow integrated with heat exchanger (HEX) receiver 

SunShot CSP program [61] includes the design of another approach for particle receiver. The 

main objective of this program is to design a high-temperature particle receiver and heat-

exchanger system, and also build a prototype receiver that can reach a thermal efficiency over 

90%, reaching a fluid temperature greater than 650°C, and particles outlet temperature of 800 ºC 

[36]. The general concept for the particle receiver is shown in Figure 12. 

  

Figure 12. Particle flow with HEX receiver [36] 

The work principle of this design is to exchange heat between an array of staggered tubes that 

receive concentrated sunlight on their interior surface, and the solid particles that flow 

downward the main receiver enclosure having contact with the exterior surface of the tubes 

[14]. 

Also, the SunShot initiative considers a simulation program called Bridge project [62]. This tool 

brings the fundamentals of heat transfer and material-fluid flow modeling for designing the 

particle receiver, making the system behavior easy to analyze. Another tool of particular 

importance for predicting the operation temperature is the Multiphase Flow with Interface 

eXchanges (MFIX) [62], with which transfer models for solid and fluid phases can be built.  



 

Another related approach under development uses a two-phase flow as HTF, and solid particles 

as TES medium. It uses a near-blackbody receiver which transfer the heat to the HTF by an 

integrated fluidized-bed heat exchanger [37]. The main goal of these initiatives is to get up to 30 

years of service life, with an overall cost estimated at less than $100/kWth and with heat storage 

costs under $6/kWhth [36]. 

As occurs on directly radiated designs, solid particle material selection plays a minimal role on 

this approach. Thus, material properties needed to ensure correct heat exchange and good flow 

thru the system should be taken into the account for future research. 

3.2.2. Fluidized indirect receiver 

This design is very similar to the fluidized direct receiver on work principle. However, the 

absorptance variable is limited to the material of the tube, extending the possible solid particle 

candidate materials. The solid particles are forced upward through the irradiated tubes by 

airflow increasing the heat transfer between the tube walls and the solid particles [14]. Both, 

single a multiple tube experiments have been reported and compared with fluidized direct 

receiver [11,41,53]. 

Using ceramic tubes is possible for this design, and can extend the operating temperature around 

1000 °C with a good efficiency [11]. Also, ceramic tubes can allow a better thermal isolation 

than quartz improving the efficiency of the receiver. Nevertheless, heat loss can still be 

considerable and should be reduced. No efficiency has been reported on the experimental or 

theoretical analysis. 

4. Particle conveyance through the system 

One of the main concerns of particle conveyance is the system used to lift the particles up to the 

solar collector. Other elements that will carry the material have not been directly reported. 

Nevertheless, fluidized bed manufacturers and other suppliers have experience on studying 

erosion and corrosion protections. Tube-bend design, weld overlay and plasma spray coatings 

have been developed based on ceramic materials [19]. 

For particle lifting, several technologies are considered such as mine hoists, bucket elevators, 

pocket elevators, screw conveyors, Olds elevators, pneumatic conveyors, conveyor belts, 

cleated conveyor belts, metallic belted conveyors, En-masse’s elevators, bucket wheels, linear 

induction motor powered elevators, and electromagnetic field conveyors. Notwithstanding that 

these technologies are commonly used on mining industry, some of these equipment have been 

evaluated for temperatures over 800 ºC (Olds elevator, conventional bucket lift, and pocket 

elevator), to determine their efficiency and performance on the solid particle approach [50]. 

Mine hoist using insulated containers is considered due to its efficiency in relation to the weight 

of the material hoisted, and to the possibility to take advantage of the potential energy of the 

material on the way down from the receiver. Other capable concept is the pocket elevator, in 

which particles are transported to the receiver by pockets that discharge the material when 

getting inverted at the top [50]. 

A possible way to avoid energy expenses and investment on lifting the material up to the tower, 

as well as the difficulty of placing the receiver at the top of the tower, is to use a the beam-down 

solar concentrator concept described previously. Another advantage of this technology is to 

avoid heat losses when the heat transfers from the receiver to the energy converter [56]. 



 

Finally, there is lack of compatibility analysis between the solid particle materials and the 

material of which the conveyance system will be made. Therefore, more extensive research an 

analysis must be made for the long term. 

Regarding to sensible heat storage, the solid particle concept needs to be experienced out from 

lab-scale. The transportation of large masses cause critical parasitic loads which have to be 

minimized, as well as the mechanical loads of heat exchanger for solids at high temperatures 

[17]. Also, Investigation of particle elevators that satisfy requirements for flow rate, 

temperature, and particle retention is needed [26]. In addition, the materials selected will 

withstand these high temperatures while yielding a receiver cost of less than $150/ kWhth [36]. 

5. Solid Particle storage 

Two different containers are required for storing solid particles: the first one will contain hot 

material (at around 800 ºC) that have just been heated up, while the second one will contain 

only “warm sand” (at around 350 ºC) that has been already cooled down by the heat exchanger 

that powers up the generation cycle [63,64]. 

Mainly cost aspects motivate the application of solids as heat storage media. The material costs 

for concrete, per stored energy unit, for example, are in the range of 10–20% of the 

corresponding costs for molten salts, and maintenance costs are also expected to be lower for 

solid media storage systems [12]. The goal of these options is to reduce the path for heat 

transfer from the bulk of the storage material to the transfer medium [17]. 

The construction of a well-insulated TES system becomes important in such a high-temperature 

application because the thermal losses are anticipated to be higher, resulting in more substantial 

thermal cycling issues. However, the cost of such TES system should be minimized so that 

operating at higher temperatures can still be economically justified. High-temperature TES 

systems can be constructed with readily available materials that yet meet the heat-loss 

requirements for a falling particle receiver system, thereby contributing to reducing the overall 

cost of concentrating solar power systems [50]. 

 
Figure 13. Solid particle TES bin prototype [64] 

The tower design bin has several key aspects that require experimental development. The TES 

bin proposed by Abdelrahman El-Leathy (2014) had a rectangular shape; this shape would not 

be suitable for large-scale TES bins due to its structural issues, especially at the corners. It was 



 

determined that a round-shaped TES bin would be a suitable option to pursue and build for 

continued testing. The prototype, in Figure 13, exhibited superior performance and no 

degradation of the materials. This design can also be suitable for high-temperature applications 

other than the falling particle receiver, and further tests will explore the effectiveness of the 

materials as insulators, particularly at high temperatures, as well as further examining their 

structural soundness at these elevated conditions [64]. 

A high temperature lining material is required so that it will be capable of storing the heated 

material with minimal heat losses while remaining structurally stable. In this regard, a series of 

high-temperature insulating concretes are being tested. The first was aerated autoclaved 

concrete (AAC), and the second was perlite concrete (PC). Perlite concrete has been tested in 

lab-scale furnaces up to 1000°C cycles, without cracking or crumbling for approximately 50 

hours’ worth of exposure. Portland cement-based concretes typically begin to lose strength at 

temperatures above 300°C. Despite the durability and low cost of firebrick, its thermal 

performance was not suitable, due to its high thermal conductivity; AAC is not suitable for use 

in future designs, due to the issue of cracking caused by high temperatures. Consequently, the 

investigation with regard to these materials was incorporated in one multiple material wall. 

Moreover, to ensure proper insulation of the hot bin, it is important to have materials with 

minimal thermal conductivities and insulating firebrick (IFB) and expansion joint (EJ) are thus 

considered  [64]. 

On the other hand, TES system using solid graphite modular blocks for CSP plants stores 

energy at temperatures higher than 800°C, and is robust enough to withstand the thermal cycles 

foreseen in a lifespan of 30 years, with no parasitic energy consumption [65]. The graphite 

material proposed appears to be superior to concrete for use as a TES storage medium. This 

technology can upgrade the operating range of thermal storage to significantly beyond that of 

molten salt (1650°C vs. 565°C), which could also have direct application to solar power towers. 

The usable TES storage capacity is derived from multiplying the design point power-cycle 

thermal load by the required hours of thermal storage, and it is rated with power-cycle 

efficiency, ηp, considering the TES exergy loss, ηTES. To use the TES capacity rating to size of 

the physical dimensions of the storage system, one must calculate the heat capacity, density, and 

distribution of all active storage materials [19]. 

As occurred on other parts of the solid particle CSP system proposed, there must be more 

research of the particle material itself. The effect of density stratification, sintering and 

agglomeration resistance and particle size stratification must be considered for future work. 

Also, possible solid-solid phase changes could occur to some materials changing the density and 

heat properties between the two different storage tanks or even at one same tank if there is 

considerable temperature gradient stratification. 

Cost-effective solid storage materials show low thermal conductivities representing the main 

challenge for the implementation of an effective storage concept [12]. 

Storage systems are being investigated at two different levels: on the one hand, the interaction 

of storage units with the other components of a CSP plant; on the other hand, storage concepts 

aims at cost reduction by more efficient material usage based on an improved understanding of 

the heat transfer processes in the storage system [17]. Also storage systems must be planned 

specifically for CSP SPT application, inasmuch as the systems commonly proposed were made 

for other industries. 



 

Further development of existing storage concepts deal with capital costs in the range of 35–50 

€/kWhth, or even more because of the increase of efficiency due to high temperature generation 

cycles considered for solid particles approach. Two-tank molten salt systems provide a 

benchmark for acceptable investment costs for sensible heat storage concepts. Various aspects 

should be considered here: costs should only be compared for systems with the same 

temperature range, identical discharge duration and the same storage time [17]. Other research 

efforts need to be made related to testing of prototype thermal storage bins using new 

geometries [26]. 

6. Heat exchanger between solid particles and the electricity generation cycle 

For using solid particles as HTF, the most deeply investigated heat exchanger is the fluidized 

bed-CSP system (FB-CSP) [19,21,66]. FB-CSP uses two phases gas-solid flow to replace liquid 

salt or oil as HTF, and allows using the solid phase as storage. The thermal system implemented 

in FB uses sensible heat of solid particles for thermal energy storage, besides it has the ability to 

integrate latent and thermochemical storage [21]. 

FB-CSP operation is composed of a hot storage tank connected to the solar receiver output. In 

this configuration, solid particles are introduced to the heat exchanger in order to transfer energy 

following conventional configuration. The cooled particles that exit the heat exchanger are sent 

to the cold storage tank pumped by mechanical force, pneumatic force or gravity force [11]. 

In order to ensure a desired efficiency in the FB-CSP, some parameters must be controlled: 

maximize the heat transfer between the solids and the heating surface, guarantee a stable 

fluidization by means of operating as close to the minimum fluidization conditions, and the 

particles selected have to accomplish certain requirements such as performance of fluidization 

and flowability. Schwaiger et al. [66] modeled and analyzed costs and challenges for an active 

FB (called by the authors SandTES).  

The efficiencies to be considered in the heat exchanger fluidized bed in terms of TES 

performance metrics are: storage effectiveness and first law and second law efficiencies [21]. 

The storage effectiveness accounts for usable storage out of the gross TES media load, and can 

also be denominated as the discharge efficiency or the storage fraction [67]. The implementation 

of solid particles-TES in the FB-CSP can lead to a 100% storage effectiveness [19]. The first 

law and the second law of efficiency describe the losses in terms of heat and energy 

conservation (exergy), respectively, during charging and discharging process. Zhiwen et al. [19] 

and  Z.Ma et al. [21] established the equations for the corresponding efficiencies defined above.  

A major cause of exergy losses in CSP systems is any place in a system where heat transfer 

from one fluid to another occurs, usually in a heat exchanger. Major areas of heat exchange in 

CSP systems can include:  

 From HTF to storage medium  

 From HTF to power cycle working fluid  

 From storage medium to power cycle working fluid  

 From power cycle working fluid to ambient air (condenser or cooling tower). 

Figure 1 shows the main scheme of a particle TES with FB (Fluidized Bed) heat exchanger 

integrated in a CSP plant with a tower solar field. The integrated FB-CSP system can drive 

different power generation cycles, including a Rankine power cycle, or a high-efficiency 

supercritical carbon dioxide (s-CO2)-Brayton power cycle [21,31,68]. 



 

Heat exchangers suitable for coupling particulate media to process fluids such as pressurized air 

and steam have been developed in the past [34]. However, many of these systems have not been 

evaluated and optimized for the temperatures, particle materials, and flow rates being 

considered for high-temperature falling particle receivers. Other aspect that must be evaluated is 

the possible variation of the shape and mean size of the material over time and caused by the 

thousands of thermal cycles expected. 

7. Challenges 

The development of the solid particle technologies for sensible heat storage at high temperatures 

for using con solar power tower CSP has three main challenges. The first one related to the 

complete integration of all concepts. Several studies and developments are under way but not all 

the functional units are equally developed; for example, lack of studies on particle conveyance 

are not clearly reported even that it could affect critically the complete energy balance of the 

plant. Only on complete pilot plant some integration studies have been made, but are mainly 

focused on the receiver concept. With a complete plant integration analysis, possible conflicting 

working requirements can be detected and avoided. The second type of challenge requires that 

each functional part of the concept should be proven enough to achieve commercial viability. 

The main aspects to develop the technology are summarized on Table 1. This summary can help 

not only new researchers in the area to fulfil the main gaps of the current technology, but also 

people working in other areas with similar challenges to implement them in that technology. 

Finally, it is the current picture with the know-how updated details.  

Functional 

part 

Challenges Current Research 

Open direct 

receivers 
 Increase residence time. 

 Improve materials used for slowing 

flow structures. 

 Research for optimal solid particle 

materials for improving absorptance 

efficiency. 

 Study material compatibility of 

solid particles and material of the 

system itself. 

 Convective and radiant heat losses 

problems must be solved. 

 Increase residence time and the 

effect on the receiver efficiency. 

 Prototype testing is under way 

looking for best geometries. 

 Energy balance and CFD for air 

curtain and particle recirculation are 

being enhanced. 

Closed direct 

receivers 
 Increase residence time. 

 Study possible thermal losses on 

the tube due to the optical properties. 

 Study parasitic energy 

requirements due to the fluidization. 

 Make pilot plant scale testing.  

 Work on enhancing the thermal 

isolation of the tube. 

 Poor heat transfer. Low 

conductivity in the particle side. 

 Define desired properties of 

particles for fluidization on high 

temperature. 

 Optimize the design of the 

receiver according to the irradiated 

area. 

 Improve air intake according to 

particle size distribution. 

Indirect 

receivers 
 Increase residence time. 

 Define desired properties of 

particles for fluidization. 

 Study parasitic energy 

requirements due to the fluidization. 

 Exergy analysis on the heat 

exchange to the solid particles and 

according to the design used. 

 Define desired properties of 

particles for fluidization on high 



 

 Work on enhancing the thermal 

isolation of the tube. 

 Maintain a uniform particle 

concentration and temperature. 

 Improve thermal isolation to 

decrease potential thermal loss. 

temperature. 

 Optimize the design of the 

receiver according to the irradiated 

area. 

 Improve air intake according to 

particle size distribution. 

Conveyance 

system 
 Material compatibility needed for 

assuring long term durability, 

especially on the particle lifting 

systems. 

 Research for using potential energy 

lost when particles go down from the 

receiver. 

 Use technologies already 

developed for particle materials and 

adapt them to the current needs. 

 Study of the parasitic charges 

related to the large masses of 

material that are expected to be 

moved. 

Storage tanks  Reach investment costs lower than 

35 €/kWth. 

 Consider and evaluate changes on 

the solid particle material, such as 

variations on mean size and size 

distribution through the plant 

lifetime. 

 Study designs for avoiding particle 

agglomeration and sintering. 

 Evaluate the impact of density 

and/or temperature stratification 

inside de tanks. 

 Tank built materials durability on 

the long term. 

 Adequate thermal isolation to 

minimize energy loses. 

 Interaction of the storage elements 

with the rest of the CSP plant. 

 Study of efficiency and durability 

of different tank geometries. 

Heat 

exchanger 
 Enhance heat transfer coefficients. 

 Evaluate particle changes during 

plant lifetime and due to temperature 

change over the exchanger (like 

possible allotropic changes). 

 Integrate parasitic loads on the 

energy balance. 

 Improve fluidization stability. 

 Study of particle requirements. 

Table 1. System challenges and current research 

Finally, the third challenge is about selecting the optimal materials for using as solid particles 

and for building the system itself. Some materials have been suggested and compared but no 

proper search, selection and evaluation has been made. This is important because there are few 

materials that can be used on these conditions and the absence of optimal materials could 

seriously jeopardize the current developments. In relation to suitable particles, the desirable 

properties reported are associated with [26]:  

 Complete optical characterization of particles 

 Development of new formulation for increased solar absorptivity  

 Identify methods to mitigate abrasion and attrition 

8. Current research 

Nowadays, the new concept of dense suspension of particles receiver (DSPR) purposed by 

Flamant and Hemati (2010), is expected to reach suspension temperatures up to 750ºC for 

metallic tubes. The particle velocity and the particle volume fraction are the main parameters 

influencing the heat transfer coefficient. The higher the particle velocity, the higher the heat 

transfer coefficient, because the particle agitation increases, thus improving the particle 

movement and the exchange between the wall and the tube center [11]. 



 

Another line of research lies in the particle receiver modeling [69] in order to optimize the 

optical particle properties for a high temperature solar particle receiver. It consists of a non-

homogeneous slab of particle dispersion composed of two-layers at high temperature, submitted 

to a concentrated and collimated solar radiation flux with a reflective receiver back wall as 

shown in Figure 14: 

 

Figure 14. Schematic of a multi-layer solar particle receiver [69] 

The research on a particle receiver composed of two layers with the same thicknesses has been 

optimized according to the volume fraction. The optimization is conducted for both constant 

and linear temperature profiles. There is no benefit in using different particle sizes in each layer 

because the receiver temperature is uniform. The optical thickness of this first layer is so large 

that it has no effect on the second layer efficiency [69]. 

Falling particle receiver development is focused on enhancing the receiver by means of [26]: 

 Conduct optimization of receiver efficiency using CFD models. 

 Perform tests with prototype receiver to investigate proposed enhancements . 

 Continue evaluation of flow through porous media for increased residence time and 

particle heating. 

 

Additional improvements are being sought, and features that are being evaluated and optimized 

include aperture size, nod angle, alternative geometries, particle flow rate per unit length 

(opacity), particle size, release location, and inclusion of an air curtain [50]. 

Parameters such as particle-drop position, particle size, particle mass flow rate, and solar input 

power are under evaluation. Other interactions should be investigated to determine an optimized 

design [35]. 

Computational fluid dynamics models of the falling particle receiver have been developed to 

assist in predicting the performance of these systems. Recent studies are aimed at advancing 

solid particle receiver technology that will improve the performance and efficiency through the 

development of novel features and components (e.g., recirculation, increased residence time, 

solid/fluid heat exchangers, storage, fluidized bed, particles) [18]. 

The solid particle receiver is now being investigated in multiple configurations, as a technology 

that could enable lower cost, dispatchable solar power production including ~15 hours of 

thermal energy storage. Combining a mature SPR with an advanced power cycle has several 

possible benefits including higher efficiency operation and inexpensive, non-corrosive storage 

media [43]. 



 

Indirect particle receivers are planned to take the novel approach of using stable, inexpensive 

materials for the high-temperature receiver, energy storage, structure, and containment. 

Successful development of the proposed near black body (NBB) receiver and fluidized-bed heat 

exchanger would achieve high thermal efficiency and higher operating temperatures, and could 

significantly reduce CSP thermal system capital and operation costs. When integrated with 

SunShot initiative, solar collectors and power cycles, the combined system is expected to 

achieve a levelized cost of energy of $0.06/ kWhth [61]. 

There is also a modeling tool that is being used for design of particle receiver to understand and 

predict the heat transfer in solid flows, including radiation, which is called Discrete Element 

Model [62]. 

Table 1 summarizes and compares all the information available for the whole plant concept. 

Notice that receivers are the main plant part developed at this time. 

9. Conclusions 

A resurgence of solid-particle receivers is occurring as corrosion and material interaction 

appears favorable for this approach. However, particle conveyance, attrition, and transport 

remain a challenging prospect. 

For now, solid particle CSP TES systems are not commercially available. Several issues must 

be developed in order to make it a reality. Nevertheless, after about 20 years of standstill, there 

have been big breakthroughs on the last years. The operating conditions and parameters make 

this technology especially attractive for today’s world energetic context. 

The present review condenses all the available information and classifies them considering the 

main functional parts and remarking the current research in that part as well as the future 

challenging issues (see Table 1). 

Solar receivers are the driver on the development of the technology, compared with the rest of 

the elements of the plant sections. The following years real tests must be performed in order to 

reach the next step out of lab-scale. Also, there are concerns that need to be more profoundly 

developed, such as storage bin materials and particle conveyance systems. 

Important issues include increasing the heating of the particles in the receiver while mitigating 

heat losses. In addition, the design of balance-of-plant components specific to particle heating, 

exchange, and storage is necessary to enable a working particle receiver system. These include: 

(1) advances in receiver design with consideration of particle recirculation, air recirculation, and 

interconnected porous structures; (2) advances in particle materials to increase the solar 

absorptivity and durability; and (3) advances in the balance-of-plant for falling particle receiver 

systems including thermal storage, heat exchange, and particle conveyance. 

Many properties have been evaluated on previous studies for choosing the optimum material to 

be used as solid particles for TES. Nevertheless, there is lack of studies that consider most of all 

the relevant properties in a single evaluation. For this, we must consider environment conditions 

and a specific kind of system, defined by the particle receiver, heat exchanger, conveyance 

system and storage bins. Finally, there are different forms for measuring one single property and 

methodologies and accuracy of results should be considered prior comparing results. Hence we 

must define which method is more suitable according to the ranges and conditions of the 

samples. 
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